
Lindengracht, Amsterdam
Are you looking for the ‘needle in the haystack’ to live in Amsterdam centre? …. You just found it!
This apartment with sunny garden is a true pearl in the Amsterdam Jordaan: it is stunningly charming,
stunningly renovated, stunningly decorated and it has his own beautiful landscaped garden facing
south: a real ‘one and only’ find! The apartment is tastefully furnished with a well-balanced mixture of
antiques and designer furniture. Carefully chosen art on the walls and top finishing’s complete this
unique apartment. 

The building is build in the typical 18th century style of Amsterdam and the apartment has it’s own
private entrance directly from the street on the ‘bell étage’ to the entrance hall. The entrance hall with
a small wardrobe brings you to the very comfortable living space with high ceilings and a view on the
Lindengracht. Impressive double doors bring you to the hallway witch forms the hart of the apartment.
There you find the contemporary bathroom and the well-decorated bedroom with two big impressive
and beautiful windows facing the garden. 
In the hallway you will also find the stairs going to the spacious and cozy modern kitchen with all
appliances and a separate laundry facility. The kitchen is located directly on the contemporary garden
with 3 terraces where you can find plenty of sunshine. In the basement there is a storage room with
ample space.
A one of a kind apartment in impeccable condition located in Amsterdam’s most popular district ‘ The
Jordaan’.

Size apartment: 68 m2 incl. storage and 35 m2 garden

Details:
Size of the property: (m2) approximately 68 m2
Number of bedrooms: 1
Number of bathrooms: 1
Type of house: Apartment

Type : Ground floor apartment
Decoration : Fully furnished
Garden : Yes, Backyard, South, 5×7cm
Living Surface : 68m²
Rooms : 2

Rent € 2.000 p.m. excl. per month


